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Abstract 

In view of current Chinese-English translation of public signs in Anshan City, theoretical 
analyses and surveys were carried out of the translation of public signs in Anshan. In this 
paper translation errors were summarized, possible reasons were listed and 
corresponding strategies were put forward to improve urban harm and create a good 
enviroment of public sign. 
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1. Introduction 

The standardization of public signs translation is a research topic that has arisen in recent years. 
With the deepening of China's economic development and opening to the outside world and the 
promotion of One Belt, One Road construction, foreign language use has been endowed with 
unprecedented responsibilities and responsibilities. Among them, the demand for foreign 
languages in the field of public service is constantly expanding, and the foreign communication 
and translation activities represented by the translation of public signs are the concrete 
manifestations of the One Belt And One Road construction and the national foreign language 
capacity construction. It is of great significance to tell China's story to the world, spread China's 
voice, and promote Chinese culture to global. At present, the research on the translation of 
public signs is mainly based on the first-tier cities or tourist cities. There are few studies on the 
translation of public signs in Liaoning province. On June 20, 2017, the national standards 
committee, the Ministry of education and the National Language Commission jointly held a 
press conference in Beijing to release a series of national standards, including the code for 
English translation and writing in the field of public services. This is the first series of national 
standards on how to standardize the use of foreign languages in China. It shows that the state 
attaches great importance to the translation of public signs. 

2. Survey and Analysis of Public Signs Translation 

2.1. Survey of Public Signs in Anshan City 

In order to investigate the current situation of public signs translation in Anshan city, the 
research group had been divided into two research groups starting from July 2019. Over a 
period of several months, the research group extensively collected English translations of 
public signs in public places in Anshan City according to six categories: tourist attractions, road 
traffic, medical and health care, business and finance, educational institutions, and public 
services. After a detailed collation and analysis, it was found that the public signs in Anshan city 
were mainly concentrated in tourist attractions. The English translation of public signs in other 
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areas is not perfect, which is mostly limited to the translation of names, and the specific content 
and explanation are basically lacking. 

2.2. Analysis of Translation Errors of Public Signs 

2.2.1. Chinglish Translation 

Translators are only word-to-word mechanical translators. Some use translation software to 
translate, resulting in the loss of the original meaning of public signs, while others make people 
laugh and laugh. The mall's Export translates as Export. ‘Please use this switch in case of 
Emergency’ is translated as "Emergency For use", which are typical Chinese expressions. The 
purpose of the sign is to tell passengers that the switch is only used in an emergency and should 
not be touched. In fact, there is a corresponding expression in foreign countries, that is, 
"Emergency Use Only". "No trust in the door" was translated into "Leaning on the Prohibited" 
feel. In foreign countries, the expression "Do not lean on the door" or "Keep Clear" is often used. 
The literal translation and dead translation of Chinglish appear in the translation of public 
places and tourist attractions, which is worrying and will seriously affect the image of the city 
and the country. 

2.2.2. Inaccurate or Missing Information Transmission 

Translation is an important cross-cultural process, and inaccurate information transmission is 
a translation error, which will lead to the translation cannot deliver and realize the original 
intention of the text. Such public signs make foreign friends feel awkward and strange. For 
example: forbidden fireworks are translated as "No Burning" and "No Fire" is an authentic 
translation. The Entrance is translated as Way in and the correct translation should be the 
Entrance. 

2.2.3. Grammar, Spelling Mistakes or Using Hanyu Pinyin Instead of English 

On site visits, public signs in some scenic spots and public places are translated with grammar 
and spelling errors, and some even used pinyin instead of English. For example, in the office 
area of a shopping mall, the pinyin xian ren mian jin is used to replace the English translation 
of "no entry for free”. An educational institution translates hao hao xue xi as "hao hao xue xi". 
Replacing the English translation with hanyu pinyin will confuse foreign visitors and reduce 
their recognition of the city. 

2.3. Analysis of the Causes of Translation Errors of Public Signs 

Translation errors of public signs still occur from time to time in real life. The problems in the 
translation of public signs are mainly reflected in three aspects. First, the mistranslation of 
public signs affects the language service function. At present, non-standard and inaccurate 
public signs appear from time to time, and wrong translations will mislead the audience, and 
some "divine translations" are more ridiculous. Errors in the translation of public signs include: 
inaccurate information transmission, inconsistencies in idiomatic usage, mechanical 
translation, spelling, formatting and grammar errors, and multiple translations of one name. 
Secondly, there is a problem of lack of standard management in the translation industry. 
According to the survey, some organizations pay more attention to the quantity of public signs 
in English, but neglect the quality assurance. For seemingly innocuous problems such as 
translation errors of public signs, they either do not understand or pay enough attention to 
them. The translation of public signs lacks unified standards and censorship system, and 
departments often act independently. Even if the translation errors of public signs are pointed 
out, they are seldom followed up and corrected in time. In addition, the lack of strict market 
access mechanism in the translation industry has led many unqualified translation agencies to 
employ a number of unqualified practitioners under the guise of "professional translation 
companies" and disrupt the translation market. 
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3. Strategies for Public Signs Translation in Anshan City 

In order to avoid more pragmatic mistakes and better demonstrate the social function and 
pragmatic characteristics of public signs, the following six points can be used to translate public 
signs. 

3.1. Borrowing and Translation of Public Signs 

In English-speaking countries, there are many public signs that are accepted by the general 
public. In the process of translation, more attention should be paid to the feelings of 
"information receivers", and their language and thinking habits should be considered to meet 
their needs for high-quality information. In a sense, whether the translation of public signs can 
be successful and achieve a good communication effect is determined by the "information 
receiver”. Therefore, the strategy of borrowing and translating public signs is the first choice. 
In other words, in the process of translation, especially when there are similar expressions in 
both English and Chinese, the translator should first consider the borrowing method, that is, 
directly applying  

3.2. Imitation and Translation of Public Signs 

When translating public signs, according to the habit of English culture, similar expressions in 
public signs can be imitated and translated. Due to the differences between Chinese and foreign 
cultural traditions, many public signs in China cannot be translated directly. However, in view 
of the public nature and extensiveness of the occasions, foreigners must be made to understand 
the meaning of public signs to achieve the warning effect. At this time, the translator can 
consider using the strategy of imitating some foreign ways of expression to translate the public 
signs, so as to achieve good results. 

3.3. No translation of Public Signs 

Public signs are correctly translated to make foreigners better understand China, but some of 
them are nowhere to be found abroad, such as those that prevent children from being abducted. 
There are also some nouns and dishes full of Chinese cultural traditions and so on. 

3.4. Public Sign Domestication Strategy 

The purpose of translation communication is to serve the readers. Take the target reader as the 
center and take care of the target reader's feelings. According to this principle, a naturalized 
translation strategy can be adopted in the translation of public signs. 

3.5. Alienation Strategy of Public Signs 

The strategy of foreignization is a good choice for the translation of public signs which shows 
the charm of Chinese culture. The jade Buddha garden in Anshan and the temple in Mount Qian 
have profound cultural connotations. Foreign tourists can appreciate the profound Chinese 
language and culture by using the strategy of foreignizing translation. 

4. The Significance of Public Signs Translation to Urban Development 

The translation of public signs is not only a part of urban public information-oriented system, 
but also plays an important role in building a harmonious society with its special social service 
function. To do a good job in Anshan’s standardization of public signs and promote its standards 
will not only provide more convenient support for the activities of foreigners in China, facilitate 
their integration into Anshan, maintain the image of a civilized country with etiquette, but also 
show our understanding and tolerance of globalization. 

The translation of public signs has more functions of shaping Anshan’s city image, and it also 
plays an important role in the construction of Anshan’s city image. In present international 
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relations, conducting public diplomacy to uplift our national image and improving foreign 
public’s attitude to our nation have been the general trend. International public relations in 
public diplomacy horizon main include cultural exchange and showcase of image. Because of 
lovely forms of the translation of the public signs, it is beneficial to the mutual understanding 
of international public, and it is easily accepted audience. Therefore, the translation of public 
signs can set up a good national image effectively. 

The translation of public signs has a bearing on the cultural communication of Anshan. Those 
translations of public signs with Anshan’s characteristics reflect our ideas everywhere and 
propagate our culture. Especially with the opportunity of carrying forward intangible cultural 
heritage, telling Chinese stories well and strengthening cultural self-confidence in modern 
Anshan, researching the state of Anshan’s translation of public signs and offering a feasibility 
plan will play an important role in our city’s cultural construction and the enhancement of 
international image. 

5. Conclusion 

The translation of public signs is also related to the dissemination of Anshan culture. The 
translation of public signs with the characteristics of Anshan culture reveals our ideas and 
spreads our culture. In particular, Anshan now carries forward the intangible heritage culture, 
tells the Chinese story well, increases the opportunity of cultural self-confidence, studies the 
current situation of Anshan public signs translation to provide a feasible plan plays a crucial 
role in the city's cultural construction and the promotion of the international image. 
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